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Christianity appealed to the downtrodden of the cities of Asia Minor, Syria, and
Palestine much as Mahayana Buddhism did in northwest India and Hinduism in
southern India. AD three great religions emerged in social conditions characterized by
large clumps of underprivileged persons huddled in cities marked by heterogeneous
groups of peoples who had been cast adrift from the moorings of their traditional
cultures. Then, as now, poverty, hopelessness, and alienation in an urban setting
proved to be a combustible mixture.
Educational forms, which had been hammered out under the conditions of a free
polis in florescent days and which had appealed to the upper classes of a privileged
Greek estate in the flourishing urban environment of Hellenistic cities, no longer
seemed relevant either to the upper classes or to the lower classes. The upper classes
from 200 A.D. onward increasingly turned to mystery philosophies; the lower classes
to the hope of salvation in popular religion.
As the Hellenistic period wore on, larger areas of land came under cultivation,
the slave class became ever more numerous, and conflicts raged between lower and
upper classes, between urban and rural factions, and between agrarian and commercial
interests. As the number of free citizens became smaller, the concept of leisure
appealed more and more to the philosophers of the upper classes. As the number of
unfree workers increased, their manual labor came to be looked down upon as menial
labor by the leisure classes whose wealth and status freed them from work with their
hands. Thus, the social and economic conditions seemingly began to justify more than
ever the distinction Aristotle had made between the liberal arts suitable to a free man
as opposed to the practical arts suitable to an unfree man.
From Polis to Paideia
In the course of the dispersive period the spirit of Greek education changed in a
fundamental way as it responded to the political, economic, and religious tenor of
Hellenistic times. Greek education was most vital and creative when the democracy of
the polis was at its height or still seemed capable of coping with the critical social and
intellectual problems of the florescent period. Education became more sterile and
narrowly academic when political demoracy was lost or discredited and the purposes
for which education had originally been designed could no longer find fruitful outlet
in society.
Conversely, education itself proved to be a formative element in helping to bring
about this social decline. The changes that the educators themselves made in the
schools of the dispersive period served to create habits of mind among Hellenistic
gentlemen that led them to prefer an intellectualistic education, which looked to the
past, rather than a political or practical education oriented to the crises in the
civilization of their day.
Whereas education had been oriented in the florescent period to the political
ideal of the polis, it reoriented itself in the dispersive period to the cultural ideal of
paideia. The fifth century goal of the all-around development of an individual's body,
mind, and character as the road to good citizenship began to give way to a greater
emphasis upon training of the individual's intellectual and spiritual faculties, princi-
pally by means of literary and philosophical studies and a corresponding de-emphasis

